Introduction
The luminescence of different silicon-based materials, such as hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and silicon oxide (SiO 2 ), has been known for a long time. However, it was only after the finding of Canham [1] on strong visible room temperature photoluminescence (PL) from porous silicon (p-Si) that the development of efficient light sources based on silicon and related compounds was considered a real possibility. As a consequence, the establishment of a common silicon-based technological platform for opto-and microelectronic devices and the production of all-silicon optoelectronic circuits were envisioned. Beginning with the pioneer works related to this phenomenon, the origin of the emission was attributed to quantum confinement effects taking place in the silicon nanoparticles (Sinc) produced by electrochemical etching (nanocrystals or nanoclusters depending on the aggregation state, crystalline, or amorphous). The necessity to passivate the nanocrystal surface to eliminate nonradiative centers was also established. The passivation can be produced during the electrochemical process by a posttreatment under H 2 or by forming gas atmosphere via Si-H bonds (hydrides); it can also be achieved through a native oxidation process, under atmospheric conditions even for a short time, or by annealing it in an oxidizing atmosphere at an elevated temperature via different oxygen passivation configurations. As evidenced theoretically and experimentally, the emission mechanism and the properties of the emitted radiation significantly depend not only on the Sinc dimension, but also on the chemistry of the nanocrystal surface, being, in general, different for hydrogen and oxygen passivation. For applications, generally, the oxygen process is utilized. Therefore, the importance of a system formed by silicon agglomerates surrounded by amorphous SiO 2 (Sinc/SiO 2 ) as a basic material for light-emitting devices has been firmly established. Such a system, simply known as Silicon Rich Oxide (SRO), has been a matter of extensive research due to the transformation of agglomerates in nanocrystals and the emission taking place in the nanocrystals or around them.
An alternative mechanism of emission in SRO films, especially with low silicon excess, is related to point defects 2 Journal of Nanomaterials in the SiO 2 matrix. The different chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques are naturally inclined to produce defects in the matrix of deposited materials. High temperature techniques, as low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD), are even more predisposed to such molecular changes. However, in spite of the defect formation when the mentioned techniques are used, it is uncommon to find studies that relate the emission with point defects in SRO.
The poor chemical and mechanical properties of pSi stimulated the research work with other silicon-based luminescent materials during more than two decades. Among them are materials based on Sinc embedded in an SiO 2 matrix, which can be obtained by different techniques, such as Si + implantation into thermal SiO 2 , plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), LPCVD, and Sol-gel. The Si nanostructures are then autoassembled from individual atoms under a high temperature annealing in an inert atmosphere. This process produces the Si diffusion, nucleation, and crystallization. Other Sinc/SiO 2 -based materials are obtained by co-Sputtering, pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and oxidation of layers of Si nanoparticles synthesized from the gas phase. In the next section, some of the main synthesis techniques will be described.
So far, it has not been possible to find a physical model explaining the emission processes underlying all these Sinc/SiO 2 -based materials. A good and unifying effort, in our opinion, is that of Koch and Petrova-Koch [2] . Instead, a rush of models (sometimes contradictory to one another) have been proposed to fundament this phenomenon for specific materials, obtained by specific techniques under concrete technological parameters. As a rule, a good agreement is reported between the results of the specific model and the experimental results for a particular material. It seems that these facts reflect a reality of nature; that is, intense luminescent radiation in a wide spectral range (from infrared to ultraviolet) can be produced in these materials following different physical mechanisms which will be reviewed in Section 3.
The intention of this paper is to review the mechanism of emission due to Sinc and the defects embedded in a dielectric matrix (SiO 2 ). In Section 2, we present some techniques commonly used to obtain SRO and related materials. In Section 3, a review of the different possible emission theories and defects is presented. We finish this section showing specifically the emission of off-stoichiometric oxide due to different excitation, which can be related to point defects.
Synthesis of Materials
The most extensive way to obtain silicon nanoparticles embedded in dielectric layers, either silicon oxide or nitride, is through the segregation of the excess silicon atoms in silicon enriched layers with a thermal annealing at a high temperature [3, 4] . Here, the technological parameters such as the duration of the thermal treatment, the annealing temperature, and the Si excess content all determine the final size of the particle, the size dispersion, and its nature either amorphous or crystalline. However, different techniques are also used to produce Sinc/SiO 2 -based materials.
Porous Silicon (p-Si).
Porous silicon was discovered by Uhlir at the Bell laboratories (US) in 1956 [5] . Despite this early discovery, the scientific community was not interested in p-Si until the late 80s, when Canham proposed that pSi could display quantum confinement effects [1] . In his published experimental results, strong light emission from silicon was obtained after subjecting the Si-wafers to an electrochemical and chemical dissolution. Different PL peaks were observed depending on the porosity of the layer. These novel results stimulated the interest of the scientific community in the study of the nonlinear optical and electrooptical properties of silicon, especially due to their potential applications. Despite the strong room temperature luminescence observed in p-Si, it was found that it suffers from poor mechanical and chemical stability producing degradation in the PL properties [6, 7] . Multiple studies have been done to overcome this limitation such as modifications introduced in the etching procedure [8, 9] . Some authors have reported that a postetching treatment in H 2 O 2 leads to a decrease of the nanoparticle core size and also, to some extent, changes the surface oxide for the modulation of the photoluminescence color [8] .
Ion Implantation.
In the ion implantation technique, a thermal silicon oxide grown on a silicon wafer is implanted with silicon ions at a specific dose and energy. With this technique, both chemical and structural changes are introduced by the implanted ions. To activate the implanted ions and to repair the damage produced, a thermal annealing is necessary. In the case of Si ions implanted into silicon dioxide matrix, a silicon agglomeration in the form of silicon nanoparticles is obtained after the thermal annealing process. The dose and energy of implantation determine the silicon excess and the depth profile, respectively [10] [11] [12] [13] . In some cases, multiple silicon ion implantations are used to obtain a uniform depth profile of silicon excess and a uniform Sinc density [10] .
Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD).
There are a great number of forms of CVD. These processes differ by the means in which chemical reactions are initiated (e.g., activation process) and process conditions. In a typical CVD process, the wafer or substrate is exposed to one or more volatile precursors, which react and/or decompose on or near the substrate surface to produce the desired deposit. The main CVD techniques used for Sinc fabrication are LPCVD and PECVD. SRO films are easily deposited by PECVD and LPCVD techniques using oxidant species like nitrous oxide (N 2 O) and silicon compounds (i.e., silane, SiH 4 ) as reactant gasses [14] [15] [16] [17] . For these techniques, Si excess in the deposited Journal of Nanomaterials 3 films is controlled by a parameter defined by (1) , which relates to the flux of the reactant gases N 2 O and SiH 4 ;
After SRO films are thermally annealed at a high temperature, a phase separation occurs between Si and SiO 2 creating Si agglomerates that can be nanocrystalline or not. Again, the Sinc formation and size depend on the silicon excess inside the deposited films, as well as the time and the temperature of thermal annealing. For LPCVD, SRO is deposited at subatmospheric pressures and at a temperature of around 700 ∘ C [14, 15] . Reduced pressures tend to reduce unwanted gas-phase reactions and improve film uniformity across the wafer. Meanwhile, SRO-PECVD utilizes a radio frequency (RF) discharge to enhance the chemical reaction rates of the precursors [16, 17] . PECVD processing allows deposition at lower temperatures, typically 300 ∘ C, which is often critical in the manufacturing of semiconductors.
Sol-Gel.
Sinc/SiO 2 -based materials are also obtained through the synthesis of SRO films by the Sol-gel method using triethoxysilane (TREOS) or the innocuous hexaethoxydisilane (hexaet) and hexamethoxydisilane (hexamet) monomers followed by a subsequent thermal treatment [18] [19] [20] . In the last case, the mentioned precursors (hexaet or hexamet) are mixed with ethanol and subsequently diluted with acidic water. The resulting solution is stirred in a sealed disposable beaker. The polymer is condensed and then dried in an annealing furnace at a low temperature. These SRO films are thermally annealed at a high temperature to obtain the silicon nanoparticles [20] . Through this method, it is also possible to control the PL spectra by varying the parameters of the technological process [18] [19] [20] .
Sputtering.
In this technique, plasma is created and the ions from this plasma are accelerated into a source target material etching it. If the sample surface is placed next to the target or in the path of the sputtered atoms, they will collide and eventually be adsorbed onto the sample forming a thin film.
To deposit SRO films, SiO 2 and Si targets are used. The amount of silicon excess can be controlled by adjusting the ratio at which each target is sputtered [21] . The low deposition rate has made this technique proper for obtaining superlattice structures and for the engineering of band gaps for siliconbased materials [21] [22] [23] .
Emission Mechanisms
In this study, the materials based on the system Sinc/SiO 2 , that is, silicon nanocrystals either embedded in a SiO 2 matrix or capped by SiO 2 shells, will be discussed. A rush of models has been proposed to explain the experimental results of the interaction of light (absorption and luminescence) with these materials. In the next sections, an insight into these models will be explored based on published works. We will focus separately on the mechanisms related to Sinc core, to Sinc/SiO 2 interface, and to SiO 2 matrix. Then a review of known Si-O emissive defects in silica is presented. Finally the emission related to such defects is linked specifically to SRO obtained by LPCVD.
Sinc Core Related Emission: Quantum Confinement Effect.
The strong visible luminescence, first observed by Canham [1] in porous silicon and subsequently obtained by other researches in different Sinc/SiO 2 -based materials, has been explained by a model based upon the quantum confinement or quantum size effect [1, 24, 25] . Theoretical evidence was established by Delerue et al. [26] under the frame of the linear combination of the atomic orbitals (LCAO) technique. Given that silicon is an indirect-gap semiconductor, the phonon-assisted radiative recombination is very inefficient. Moreover, as its gap at room temperature is around 1.1 eV, visible emission is precluded. A different scenario is encountered by reducing the particle dimensions under a few nanometers. When the nanostructure diameter (crystallite or cluster supposed spherical) is less than the size of the free exciton Bohr radius, 4.3 nm in bulk c-Si [27] , the quantum size effect takes place; the electronic levels, which exhibit a quasi-continuous spectrum for bulk materials, become discrete and the effective band gap enlarges as the diameter ( ) is reduced ( Figure 1 ). In this case, such 0-dimensional nanostructures are called "quantum dots" and their physical features are described by the classical text book "particle in a box" scheme. In this diameter range, the band gap increases according to an approximate −2 law, the oscillation strength increases, and the radiative lifetime varies from a millisecond to a nanosecond, as calculated in the frame of an effective-mass approximation [28] . However, the more precise considerations of Delerue et al. [26] allowed obtaining a −1.39 behavior for small enough particles, with the energy gap of silicon nanoparticles ( ) being calculated through the following semiempirical expression:
where 0 is the energy gap of bulk silicon. According to this model, the emission spectrum can be tuned from infrared to blue by reducing the structure diameter if the particle surface is passivated with Si-H bonds, a fact experimentally observed by Gupta et al. [29] . Figure 2 depicts a comparison of theoretical and experimental results as reported by Garrido et al. [30] on ion beam synthesized Sinc in SiO 2 . In this figure, the experimental results obtained by these authors for band gap, as obtained from photoluminescence excitation measurement and photoluminescence peak position, are contrasted and agree well with the behaviors theoretically calculated by Delerue et al. [26] , Wang and Zunger [31] , and Takagahara and Takeda [28] . Another example of Sinc core-related emission is observed in Figure 3 as-synthesized samples are obtained as described in epigraph 2 by using a hexaethoxydisilane monomer as a precursor. The dramatic increase of PL intensity for annealing temperatures in the range of 1050-1100 ∘ C corresponding to crystallization of the Sinc as well as the redshift of maximum PL for increasing annealing temperature and time is observed. This fact corresponds to an increase of Sinc diameter according to the quantum confinement effect. The crystalline nature of the Sinc was verified by Raman shift measurements as indicated in Figure 4 .
Unfortunately, the simple behavior just described is not always observed in Sinc/SiO 2 materials. Important discrepancies with this simple picture have been encountered in practice and will be raised later. . Raman shift spectra for some of the samples as in Figure 3 . Curves (a)-(d) correspond to the samples treated at 1050, 1100, 1150, and 1150 ∘ C (3 h), respectively. Curve (e) is from a SRO obtained from a mixture of hexamet and hexaet. A curve for a pure hexamet-based sample is also shown.
Another consequence of the quantum confinement is the dramatic increase of the radiative recombination efficiency. In quantum confined systems, the extremely reduced dimensions lead to a major spread of the wave vector value in the reciprocal space according to the uncertainty principle, thus Journal of Nanomaterials 5 producing a relaxation of the moment selection rule and the possibility of zero-phonon direct radiative optical transitions.
Qualitatively, the confinement due to reduced particle size produces an increase of the overlap between electron and hole wave functions in -space, which leads to an increase of the radiative recombination probability. Moreover, as size is reduced, the probability of finding a nonradiative recombination center in the particle decreases provided that the particle surface is appropriately passivated. This is based on Sinc embedded in silicon oxide or other dielectrics, such as a silicon nitride matrix with a higher band gap, thus producing a quantum well. Consequently, carrier diffusion from the particle towards external nonradiative recombination centers is avoided. The mentioned facts lead to the photoluminescence increase from Sinc few orders of magnitude larger than for bulk silicon, as experimentally observed.
Attributing the emission phenomenon in Sinc/SiO 2 systems to direct optical transitions has been somewhat controversial. Indeed, lines of evidence on zero-phonon as well as on TO phonon-assisted transitions were encountered by Sychugov et al. in their studies of oxidized Si quantum dots emission by single-dot luminescence spectroscopy [32] . Furthermore, Garrido et al. [30] argued that the dominant mechanism of emission for their ion beam synthesized Sinc embedded in SiO 2 is a fundamental (indirect) transition located at the interface Si/SiO 2 with the assistance of a local Si-O vibration. The first observations on direct transitions in Sinc-based materials were those from Wilcoxon et al. [33] in their research on the optical and electronic properties of Si nanoclusters synthesized in inverse micelles.
Moreover, there is proverbial uncertainty reported in the literature relating to the determination of the size and the size distribution of nanocrystals from electron microscopy due to a low contrast between Si and SiO 2 . This has been a main drawback in establishing a stable correlation between structural and optoelectronic properties of Sinc embedded in SiO 2 , which has led to ambiguities in determining the emission mechanisms. However, in the paper of Garrido et al. [30] , a successful method was explored for imaging Sinc in SiO 2 matrices by using high-resolution electron microscopy in conjunction with conventional electron microscopy in dark field conditions.
On the other hand, the quantum confinement effect is not always observed in practice for Sinc/SiO 2 -based materials. According to this model, a blueshift of the PL energy peak should take place as the diameter of the nanoparticles decreases in the range of few nanometers. However, not only a blueshift but also a redshift should occur [34] , and no dependence on this parameter has been observed [35] [36] [37] . In addition, a redshift of PL spectrum as large as 1 eV has been observed after exposure to oxygen in porous silicon quantum dots [38] , and a discontinuity at about 590 nm of PL spectral behavior with reducing size has also been reported [8, 38] . These discrepancies may be understood by considering that the PL spectra in Sinc/SiO 2 -based materials are really the result of, besides the quantum confinement effect, the simultaneous action of various other emission mechanisms [34] . Most of these are based on models which attribute a key role in the luminescence phenomenon through the interface between the Sinc and the dielectric matrix. Such are the cases of emission due to exciton confined in the Sinc/SiO 2 interface [35, 39] and the emission through carrier energy levels introduced in the quantum dot band gap by surface Si=O bonds (nonbridged oxygen passivation) [8, 38, 40] , by defects in the silicon suboxide (SiO x ) or silicon oxide shell surrounding the nanocrystal [41] , or by surface states generated in the perturbed Si-bonded to O and H [2] . Other luminescence mechanisms have been associated with structural defects of the silicon oxide matrix [36] or with different silicon-based chemical species like siloxane (Si 3 O 3 H 6 ) [42] and polysilane (SiH 2 ) [43] . In the next epigraphs, the luminescence mechanisms related to Sinc/SiO 2 -matrix interface (surface confined excitons, surface carrier energy levels introduced by passivant bonds or by perturbed crystalline Si structure) and oxide matrix defects will be considered.
Emission Mechanisms Related to Sinc/SiO 2 Interface.
Among the rush of works and models published after Canham's, we distinguish a line of continuity and development beginning with the pioneers papers through Kanemitsu et al. [35, 39] and Kanemitsu [44] , and those from Koch and Petrova-Koch [2] , Wolkin et al. [38] , Wilcoxon et al. [33] , Nishida [45] , and Dohnalová et al. [8] . In [35] the authors report the results of their research work on free-standing p-Si thin films formed by nm-sized Si crystalline spheres dispersed in an amorphous phase. In [39] the authors study nm-sized spherical Sinc obtained by synthesis from vapor phase and subsequently oxidized. The experimental results of both papers suggest that the photogeneration of carriers occurs in the Sinc core, where the band gap is modified by the quantum confinement effect, while the strong PL (sizeindependent, ∼1.65 eV) (see Figure 5 ) comes from the nearsurface region of small crystallites. They proposed a threeregion model ( Figure 6 ) in which the Sinc core is surrounded by a shell of amorphous silicon oxide (a-SiO 2 ) and a transition interfacial layer. The composition of this intermediate layer corresponds to a nonstoichiometric silicon oxide (SiO x , < 2), and its band gap energy is lower than that of the Sinc core for core diameters ≤ 5-7 nm. According to the model, the carriers photogenerated in the core diffuse through a thermally activated mechanism towards this interfacial region, where the intense PL radiation is produced via twodimensional confined excitons. The observed temperature dependence on the PL intensity unambiguously confirms this proposition. These arguments also explain the increase of PL intensity as the crystallite diameter is reduced. In this case, the efficiency of carrier diffusion from core to near-surface layer as well as the excitons' confinement also increases. In the paper [39] , the authors explicitly refute the possibility that the emission takes place via localized states, as the states usually act as nonradiative centers.
The next report from Kanemitsu in 1994 [44] was devoted to the same material system seen in [39] (oxidized spherical Sinc obtained by synthesis from vapor phase) with a mean crystallite diameter of 3.7 nm. A time-resolved PL study was accomplished. Also, PL spectra under weak continuous wave (cw) excitation as well as time averaged PL spectra under intense and weak pulsed-laser excitation were obtained. Reference was made neither to the interfacial region nor to the emission mechanism through two-dimensional confined excitons; rather, the emissions were associated with surface localized states. Figure 7 summarizes the results of optical absorption and PL spectra under cw and pulsed-laser excitation. A weak absorption tail in the visible region and a strong absorption above 3 eV are observed. Furthermore, in continuous excitation, a strong, stable, broad (∼0.3 eV full width at half maximum, FWHM, Gaussian-like shape), slow (microsecond order), and nonexponential decay (stretched exponentially instead) red band (∼760 nm) is obtained. According to its properties, this band is associated with the hopping of carriers among the localized surface states (the energy levels of which form a band tail), from the high energy levels to the low energy ones, followed by radiative recombination through the band gap of these surface regions. This proposition is supported by the ab initio calculations of Takeda and Shiraishi [46] , who obtained a value of 1.7 eV for the band gap of a completely oxidized Si sheet very similar to the Sinc surface in the Sinc/SiO 2 system. This value roughly coincides with the spectral position of the red PL band. Under short pulsed excitation, a new fast nonexponential decay blue-green band emerges in addition to the red one. The intensity of this band increases with the excitation intensity and eventually the red band disappears. Its spectral position roughly agrees with the band gap energy (2.4 eV) of a 3.7 nm Sinc [28] . Therefore, its origin is attributed to carrier radiative recombination in the Sinc core. Its appearance has been considered a result of the saturation of the localized surface states' population when the material is excited by short and energetic laser pulses. It is due to the low density of states and the large recombination lifetime (microsecond order) of localized states. Under these excitation conditions, part of the photogenerated carriers Journal of Nanomaterials stays in the core and recombines there, thus producing the so mentioned blue-green band. In 1996, based on experimental results, Koch and PetrovaKoch [2] tried to establish a model accounting for the properties of the most studied Sinc-based luminescent materials reported to date, that is, hydrided and oxidized p-Si, oxidized Sinc synthesized from a gas phase and ion beam synthesized Sinc in SiO 2 . In this, and in other related papers [47] [48] [49] , they followed a surface state model, somewhat similar to that of Kanemitsu in [44] . In this model, the absorption (carrier generation) took place in the Sinc core following the quantum size effect but the recombination occurred via localized defect states in the passivated surface layer. The size effect was observed in the PL spectra for hydrided p-Si. For the oxidized one, the pinning of the PL energy peak in the range of 1.5 eV-1.7 eV as well as the discrete emergence of a fast blue band was observed as the diameter of the Sinc decreased due to increased oxidation temperature(see Figure 8) . Figure 9 shows the behavior of Si + implanted SiO 2 and annealed in forming gas. Observe the continuous redshift of the PL peak energy as the annealing time increases in correspondence with the growth of the Sinc. This behavior is not explained here according to the conventional quantum confinement effect for recombination that takes place in the Si core. Rather, the mentioned surface state model is adopted. Sincs larger than about 1.5 nm are considered as a central crystalline core formed by perfect Si-tetrahedra and a surface layer with thickness of the dimension of a Si unit cell formed by Si-tetrahedra, which are perturbed due to bonds with other matrix atoms. As a result, a spectrum of disorderinduced states is formed in this region, with energies lower than the states in the unperturbed core. Therefore, excited electrons and holes localized recombine in this layer. As the (Figure 3 from [2] ). PL spectra for Si + implanted SiO 2 , annealed at high temperature in forming gas, for increasing annealing time (a) and isochronal (15 min) dry oxidation of the samples annealed at 1050 ∘ C in forming gas for increasing oxidation temperature (b). nanocrystals grow, the increased separation of the electronhole pair implies a lower PL energy and a longer lifetime, in agreement with the experiment.
The PL spectra obtained after subsequent isochronal dry oxidation at different temperatures from the samples previously annealed at 1050 ∘ C for 30 min are also depicted in Figure 9 (lower half). As the oxidation temperature increases, that is, as the diameter of the Sinc is reduced, the PL peak energy pins around 1.6-1.7 eV (slow decay red band) until it finally vanishes with the simultaneous emergence of the fast decay blue band in complete analogy with the behavior of oxidized p-Si (Figure 8 ). The origin of this fixed energy red band is easily explained within the frame of the same surface state model. In this case, the emission occurs in an interfacial SiO x ( < 2) layer formed at the oxidation front, where the authors assume localized defect-type of states to explain the fixed energy at around 1.7 eV. Therefore, the authors compared their model with the three-region model of Kanemitsu et al. [35, 39] but argued about the difficulty to imagine an interfacial SiO x ( < 2) layer with a band gap lower than that of the Si-crystallite. No mention is made of Kanemitsu's report [44] , where the origin of the red fixed band is associated with surface localized states. The origin of the blue band is not discussed in the paper, and rather the reader is remitted to [50] . An important clarification of the Sinc/SiO 2 surfacerelated emission mechanism was presented in 1999 by Wolkin et al. [38] regarding their results on silicon quantum dots in p-Si. These authors analyzed experimentally the PL emission from the p-Si in a range of dot diameters below 5 nm for two groups of samples: one of them remained at all times in an Ar (oxygen-free, hydrogen passivated) atmosphere and the other one was exposed to air (oxygen passivated) after the etching procedure. They also developed a theoretical model which shows the presence of new carrier states in the band gap of the smallest quantum dots when the Si=O bonds are formed. As seen in the framework of their model, Figure 10 depicts the calculated energy band structure in Si nanocrystals as a function of cluster size and surface passivation. On the other hand, Figure 11 shows the theoretical results for free exciton band gap energy (upper line) and for the lowest transition energy in the presence of a Si=O bond (lowest line) as a function of crystallite diameter. The experimental room temperature PL peak energies for both the aforementioned groups of samples, oxidized and not oxidized (hydrogen passivated), are also depicted in this figure. A good agreement between experiment and theory is observed. In addition, the effect of oxidation depends on the crystallite size; three different zones with different emission mechanisms may be distinguished. For crystallites with diameters larger than about 3 nm (zone I), even when the samples are oxidized or not, the PL peak energy increases with decreasing nanocrystal sizes; the emission involves free excitons and the scenario corresponds to the quantum confinement effect. This is the area generally covered by most of the published works which corresponds to the PL spectrum in the orange-red zone. For diameters lower than about 3 nm, the emission corresponds to transition from a trapped electron state to a valence band (zone II) or from a trapped electron state to a trapped hole state (trapped exciton) (zone III). These results explain the significant Stokes shift for the smallest nanocrystallites [38] , the pining of the PL spectra at about 2.1 eV (590 nm) with decreasing crystallite diameters [8, 38] , and a PL spectrum red shift as high as 1 eV for p-Si samples after exposure to air [38] . An apparent contradiction between this model and those from Kanemitsu et al. and Koch et al. deserves attention. In these last models, it was firmly established that when a Sinc-based luminescent material is oxidized at a high temperature so as to reduce the Sinc size below a few nm, no matter what is its method of synthesis, the PL peak pins at about 1.6-1.7 eV. However, according to Wolkin's results for p-Si with decreasing Sinc size the PL spectra pin at about 2.1 eV after oxidation at room temperature in air or pure oxygen atmospheres. These different behaviors might be associated, in our opinion, with differences in the oxygen passivation configurations [51] produced by different oxidation conditions (room or high temperature oxidation), leading to different oxidation-related energy band structures. In Figure 12 , we reproduce Figure 5 from the paper by Nishida [45] . In his paper, the author theoretically examined the effect of the configuration of oxygen on the electronic structure of a Sinc in order to clarify the mechanism of the oxidation-induced redshifts in the PL spectra for H-covered p-Si. Nishida consistently calculated the electronic state of Journal of Nanomaterials Sinc with diameters 1-2 nm by using the extended Huckeltype nonorthogonal tight-binding (EHNTB) method for three possible oxygen configurations: (i) double-bonded, (ii) backbonded, and (iii) inserted. Figure 12 shows the calculated HOMO-LUMO energy gap as a function of the Si dot diameter ( ), in comparison with the case for the unoxidized Si dots and with the oxidation-induced peak energy at ∼2.1 eV in the PL spectra observed in p-Si. As observed, the energy gaps calculated for the backbonded oxygen configuration in all Si dots studied coincide well with the observed PLpeak energy whereas those calculated for the double-bonded oxygen configuration gradually decrease from 2.2 eV up to about 1.7 eV with the increase in dot size in the range of 1-2 nm. This last value resembles those from Kanemitsu's and Koch's results for Sinc diameters higher than 3 nm. In view of the precedent arguments, one is tempted to explain the mentioned contradiction as follows: for oxidation at high temperature, which reduces the Sinc diameter as in the works Risbud et al. Takagi et al. Schuppler et al.
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Iwasaki et al. [33] ). Summary of experimental data (from reference [33] and from papers previously published and referenced in [33] ) on peak PL energy versus Si nanocluster size. uncertainties in size. The exciton binding energy (as high as ∼350 meV as reported by [33] ) might also have importance in the different values reported. Furthermore, all PL peaks of SiO 2 -capped Sinc or Sinc embedded in glass matrices fall into the shaded region of the diagram while the experimental data for the oxygen-free samples (at the same value as the diameter) fall above this shaded region. So, it can be clearly concluded that the interface situation plays a significant role in the luminescence response for these materials.
Let us finally pay attention to the discrete fast (F) blue band appearing in the PL spectra of Sinc-based materials jointly with the slow (S) red one when reducing Sinc size as seen in the paper from Dohnalová et al. [8] . As was mentioned before, both bands were observed in the work from Kanemitsu [44] for oxidized spherical Sinc obtained by synthesis from the vapor phase excited under short intense pulsed laser radiation and in that from Koch and PetrovaKoch [2] for thermally oxidized p-Si as well as for oxidized Sinc (thermally segregated from Si + -implanted SiO 2 ). In the first paper, the origin of the F-band was attributed to fundamental carrier recombination in the crystalline core of their 3.7 nm oxidized Sinc. In the second one, the reader is remitted to [50] for an explanation of the origin of the blue band. However, the explanation in the last reference is not clear. This last paper is just devoted to the study of the fast and slow visible luminescence bands of oxidized p-Si; however, at the end, the authors confessed that the work does not resolve the questions as to how the red and blue PL originate.
A detailed analysis of the point is realized in [8] for pSi with a high porosity obtained through a modification of Si-wafer electrochemical etching. In particular, the use of an No measurements of the real sizes are reported. The emission study is performed after the samples are aged (oxidized); the color of the standard sample, for instance, is changed from green to orange-red in this process. In their paper [8] , the authors survey the treatment of both bands in the literature, thus verifying that most published papers deal separately with either the F-or the S-bands which preclude any analysis about the possible relationship between both emission mechanisms. Figure 14 reproduces Figure 1 (b) from paper [8] which shows the general behavior of the continuous wave excited PL spectra as the Sinc size decreases. The results can be summarized as follows: a red slow (S) band appears on the microsecond timescale. This band blueshifts but stops at about 590 nm. Simultaneously, a blue fast (F) band emerges in the nanosecond timescale, whose relative intensity (relative to the S-band which finally fades away) increases. Therefore, a discontinuity in the spectral blueshift occurs as Sinc size is reduced, which is attributed to switching between S-and Fband emissions.
The authors declare as consensus that the origin of the S-band is the result of recombination through quantized states in relatively large Sinc in cooperation with the surface passivation species. Figure 14 represents the ideas of the basic models described above. In our opinion, this band is also related with relatively small Sinc. The PL spectra, which redshift and pin at about 590 nm, are due to oxidation, according to the model of Wolkin et al. [38] . Moreover, the authors declare, a priori, that there is no obvious reason why the blueshift of the S-band should stop at the "magic" 590 nm boundary rather than continue up to blue and argue that the only plausible reason would be that the Sinc reached its smallest possible size. This argument ignores the same phenomenon of the pinning of the PL spectra just at this spectral position (590 nm or 2.1 eV) for aged p-Si [38] . They also analyzed the abrupt switching from one emission mechanism (S-band) to another (F-band) and proposed a model based on spatial restructuralization; that is, the Sinc changes from a crystalline to an amorphous state for very small sizes with the corresponding changes in optical properties. Finally, the authors analyzed the controversial origin of the F-band with their experimental results. Different possible radiative channels have been discussed in relation to previously published works; a prevailing view is that luminescent defect states are localized in the interface Sinc/SiO x -SiO 2 (please, consult directly the paper for details). However, they support that the F-band is due to a quasi-direct radiative recombination inside the Si nanoparticles' (nanocrystals or nanoclusters) core, in correspondence with Kanemitsu's proposition [44] .
SiO 2 Defect-Related Emission: Point Defects.
It is well known that the color of gemstones is determined by the light absorption, reflection, or emission of intrinsic or extrinsic defects in natural oxides. Nowadays, the point defects or color centers are relevant in understanding the emissive properties of materials that have a variety of applications in our high technology lifestyle. Silicon dioxide, in its different forms including quartz and off stoichiometric oxide, has been studied because it can be used to produce light. Ideally, SiO 2 is a continuum arrangement of silicon surrounded by four oxygen atoms forming tetrahedrons, as shown in Figure 15 . However, real silicon dioxide and especially materials like offstoichiometric oxide would have a high density of defects. In reality, materials defects are produced because oxygen atoms can be bonded together or they are gone in the tetrahedral structure. The same can be said for the silicon atoms [52, 53] . Generically they are known as point defects. Absorption of a photon (solid arrow) from the ground state to a single S 1 produces an electron that rapidly relaxes by internal conversion to a lower vibrational energy (horizontal arrow). Next, it can decay to the S 0 singlet emitting a photon (dotted arrow) or it can relax to the triplet T 1 . It is also possible that the decay to the ground state does not produce an emission.
With quartz being the crystalline and purest form of SiO 2 , it has been used to study the different point defects related to the absorption and emission of light in silicon oxide and electronic structure. So, a parabolic distribution of electronic states related to the molecular vibration has been established [60, 61] , and some photon-electron interactions have been proposed [53, 61] . Figure 16 shows some transition allowed in point defects.
Point defects are studied mainly by resonance spectroscopy; specifically paramagnetic centers can be determined by this technique. Others, for example, diamagnetic centers, have to be studied using other techniques. Optical absorption and emission are another important way to determine point defects. In [62] techniques as impedance spectroscopy (IS)/four-point dc conductivity, thermogravimetric analysis/coulometric titration, dilatometry, hightemperature Kelvin probe and Kelvin probe force microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)/spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray absorption spectroscopy, secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), and X-ray and neutron diffraction (XRD) are mentioned to determine different characteristics of point defects.
Paramagnetic point defects in SiO 2 have been acutely studied in relation to light emission in quartz. The E center, twofold coordinated Si, the neutral oxygen vacancy, and the nonbridging oxygen hole center (NBOHC) are well-known centers related to the emission of light in quartz [54, 55, 57] . The E center is formed by an unpaired electron in a dangling orbital sp3 of a three-coordinated Si atom. Represented as O≡Si•, the ≡ denotes the coordinated three oxygen bonds and the • denotes the unpaired electron. The neutral oxygen vacancy is formed when one oxygen atom is missing and two silicon atoms are directly bonded. Then, it is described Figure 17 presents different point defects that have been determined by electron spin resonance (ESR). A detailed analysis of the E center in its different variation is found in [56] . ESR, as its name states, is the magnetic field frequency at which resonance occurs, and the resonance is determined exclusively for each paramagnetic center [52] . The oxygen deficient center in general can be positively or negatively charged, allowing specific optical absorption and electronic transitions.
Also diamagnetic defects, such as neutral oxygen vacancies (≡Si-Si≡), two-coordinated silicon atoms (O-Si-O-), and peroxy linkages (≡Si-O-O-Si≡) could be found in quartz. The diamagnetic defects also have absorption optical bands associated with electron transitions [55] .
A recent study on generation of color centers deals with the kinetics and growth of defects in silica. In [63] the generation due to heavy ion impact is presented. They use bromide ions accelerated with 5 MV. The evolution of NBOHC, E , and the oxygen deficient center was studied using the optical absorption characteristic in the visible and UV range. The authors show that the kinetic of the color centers follows the Poisson law.
New advances in the detection system have improved the characterization of defects. Reference [64] presents the diffusion and clustering of the E centers in quartz; the author shows 2D images of SPR (surface plasmon resonance) portraying the variation in the cluster after different heat treatments. The defects do not follow simple diffusion laws, and they try to stay in the high density areas.
In Silicon Rich Oxide, most of the work has been centered on thermal silicon dioxide implanted with different materials, mainly silicon; see, for example, [58, 65] . The second reference is a very interesting paper and includes, besides the Si implantation, studies on SRO obtained by reactive sputtering of SiO and O. The authors accepted that some cathode luminescence emission bands are related to defects: NBOHC with 650 nm (1.9 eV) red-luminescence, the blue and UV bands 460 and 290 nm (2.7 and 4.3 eV) with the Si related oxygen deficient center (Si-ODC). They also proposed that in absence of H, stressed or weak bonds (⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ) could be the precursors of defects and proposed the following equation:
This study included different implantation doses to produce SiO x with varying between 0 and 2. Besides, annealing at different temperatures and how these two parameters influence the emission were also presented. In this study Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) was used to calibrate the stoichiometry of the layer with a threshold value of where the emission can be clearly observed. They also proposed that the thermal annealing promotes the rearrangement of the silicon atoms in small clusters as chains or rings within the SiO network. The arrangements can be separated into cores of silicon-silicon bonds and the surface where both silicon Figure 17 : Paramagnetic point defects in SiO 2 . (a) The E center [54] [55] [56] , (b) twofold coordinated silicon [53] , (c) nonbridging oxygen hole center (NBOHC) [55] , (d) the neutral oxygen vacancy, and (e) peroxy radical [53, 56] . All of these are well-known centers related to the emission of light in quartz [57] . and oxygen have dangling bonds. They observed that large extended cluster reduces the luminescence.
The most common technique to obtain SRO is the CVD in its different forms; perhaps it is the most studied together with silicon implantation in thermal oxide. In particular, LPCVD is characterized by deposition at high temperatures in order to dissociate the reactive gases. For example, silane (SiH 4 ) and nitrous oxide (N 2 O) and temperatures of at least of 700 ∘ C are used regularly. Under such conditions and during the deposition, many reactions take place and a variety of Si-O bonds are expected [66] . As deposited, the films scarcely have emission but after high temperature treatments, intense emission is developed as shown in Figure 18 . This indicates that films obtained by LPCVD are full of defects and that after annealing they become precursors of efficient emissive centers.
As previously mentioned, Si implanted SiO 2 films annealed at a high temperature have emission. However, only those with high implantation dose at around 10 17 atoms/cm 2 have emission. Berman et al. experimented combining the high silicon excess obtained in a simple way using LPCVD and that obtained by ion implantation [67] . In this study, the SRO films of different silicon concentrations were enriched through silicon implantation. Unexpectedly, the results show that the highest emission was obtained in films with low Journal of Nanomaterials : Thermo-luminescent emission induced by UV irradiation of samples SRO20 obtained by LPCVD after 1100 ∘ C annealing [59] . The wavelength used to charge the traps is shown in each curve; as the photon energy increases, the thermoluminescent emission reduces.
silicon excess. As shown in Figure 19 , Si implantation with a dose as low as 1 × 10 15 at⋅cm −2 and silicon excess as low as 5% deposited by LPCVD generates, after annealing, high photoluminescence.
DiMaria et al. observed electroluminescence in films obtained by LPCVD. However, they divided the films into SRO and off-stoichiometric silicon oxides (OSO) according to the silicon excess. Low silicon excess, say less than 7%, represented by R o ≥ 20 is OSO, and high silicon excess, say more than 10% and represented by R o ≤ 10, is SRO [68, 69] . The deposited SRO has many silicon nanocrystals and the density increases rapidly when the films are subjected to high temperature annealing. However, neither DiMaria nor our group found Sinc in OSO [68, 70] .
In [67] FTIR studies of SRO and OSO demonstrate that the stretching frequency increases after annealing for all silicon excess. This result suggests a phase separation during the thermal annealing and then an increase of oxidized compounds. Moreover, they include XPS studies showing that after annealing at 1100 ∘ C a phase separation of elemental silicon, non stochiometric silicon oxide and SiO 2 , is produced; for low silicon excess the SiO x phase dominates. They conclude that two competitive morphological mechanisms take place during annealing: one is the formation of silicon agglomerates and the other is the formation of silicon and oxygen compounds. If silicon excess is high enough, the silicon agglomerates will form into nanocrystals. As Si content is decreased, however, silicon oxidation states will dominate due to the larger separation between elemental silicons. As silicon excess increases, the SRO will tend towards a polysilicon layer; conversely, as silicon is reduced, the SRO film will move towards a stoichiometric SiO 2 . In between these extremes, agglomeration of silicon shifts towards the agglomeration of Si-oxygen compounds as the silicon excess moves from high to low silicon excess.
Thermoluminescence, TL, is a technique similar to PL; in this case, temperature is used instead of light. TL is mostly used in anthropology in the dating of antique objects. The principle involved in this technique is that some materials, after exposure to radiation (e.g., sun light) store charges due to defects. Then, when they are heated the electrons are released and they recombine emitting light [71, 72] . While this technique can be used to study emission in materials damaged by radiation such as quartz, few reports can be found in the literature on this subject [73] , and even less for SRO or for OSO. Piters et al. present a study of thermoluminescence found in SRO [59] ; the spectrum of emission is shown in Figure 20 where the emitted wavelength is not determined. However, the intensity of the emission depends on the radiation used to charge the sample. However, a model is proposed that deals with charge trapped in acceptor traps and their emitting decay after heating.
Cathodo-and electroluminescence, CL and EL, are used to determine the emissive centers that cannot be excited in PL and also all the emissive electronic states can be reached [74] . In both techniques, electrons are injected into the conduction band of the material so that more energetic traps can be reached. CL and EL have been used to study the emission of SRO where electrons are injected into the film by a high acceleration field or by biasing the sample with a voltage [70, 75, 76] . Figure 21 shows the whole range of emissions of OSO that goes from 400 to 850 nm; PL only emits in a short part of the spectrum. The most energetic technique is CL which produces a spectrum within the more energetic side of the spectrum. EL emission increases : Photo-, cathodo-, and electroluminescence behavior of OSO films deposited by LPCVD; EL was biased by 50 volts. It is clear that CL and EL include the PL, and the full emission range is from 400 to 450 nm. As the bias voltage increases, the EL blue peak increases more than the red one and the EL spectrum tends towards that of the CL.
as more voltage is applied; that is, as the energy increases the emission shifts to that of the CL. In the references mentioned, because of the lack of nanocrystals, the authors conclude that the whole range of emission is due to Si-O compounds. All of these emissions are characteristics of Si-O defects [77, 78] . So, we can say that OSO is a material that emits basically by point defect centers, either individually or forming chains or rings. However, in spite of that, OSO can be considered as a reference material where the emission is due to defect center. To our knowledge there is no study relating the emission with paramagnetic or diamagnetic centers.
Conclusions
In summary, different models have been published to explain the physical mechanisms underlying the luminescent emission of Sinc-based materials and, specifically, those related to Sinc core, to Sinc/SiO 2 interface, and to the SiO 2 matrix. As common characteristics to most of them, we distinguish the following: (i) there is a key role to the interface between the silicon (core) and the silicon oxide, (ii) the light absorption takes place in the nanometer-sized core following a quantum confinement effect whereas the (radiative) recombination occurs at the interface, and (iii) the quantum size phenomenon is the basic emission mechanism, in a definite range of the luminescence spectral distribution, when the materials are obtained, posttreated, and measured under definite conditions. For these materials and concerning Sinc core and Sinc surface, two main PL bands should be considered: slow decay band (microsecond time scale) and a discrete fast blue band (nanosecond time scale). The spectral behavior of the first band depends on the electronic states on Sinc/surface. For Hpassivated Sinc, this band continuously varies from infrared to ultraviolet as Sinc size decreases according to the quantum confinement effect. On the contrary, for oxidized Sinc-based materials, the band pins at about 1.7 eV if the oxidation has taken place at an elevated temperature and at about 2.1 eV if it has been achieved at room temperature in free atmosphere due to differences in the oxygen passivation configurations.
Concerning the SiO 2 matrix, emission is basically related to different point defects both paramagnetic and diamagnetic. Paramagnetic defects have been well established in quartz using resonance techniques. However, diamagnetic defects are more difficult to determine and other techniques have been proposed to study them. The E center, twofold coordinated Si, the neutral oxygen vacancy, and the nonbridging oxygen hole center (NBOHC) are well known centers related to the emission of light in quartz. Also, diamagnetic defects, for example, neutral oxygen vacancies (≡Si-Si≡), two-coordinated silicone atoms (O-Si-O-), and peroxy linkages (≡Si-O-O-Si≡), could be found in quartz and determined optically. The emission range observed in the point defects goes from UV to the near infrared. Also, the CVD deposition technique, especially LPCVD, is used to obtain the SRO and OSO that tends to produce many defects; it is likely that the light emission in the range from 400 to 850 nm is due mostly to point defects.
